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the city of hyderabad, which hosts several cultural organizations, has produced several notable
bollywood films, including “ghar ek prem kahani” and “ziddi”. there are several prominent bollywood
stars living in the city, including shah rukh khan, salman khan, aishwarya rai and rajinikanth. in fact,
bollywood stars often live in hyderabad for longer than they do in mumbai, but they generally prefer
to move to the urban center for promotions. it is said that it only takes 10,000 rupees (about $250)

to rent a good, uncrowded apartment in that city. “kuch kuch hota hai” was filmed in hyderabad and
even though it was not a very popular or successful movie, it did well at the box office, partly
because of the scene where salman khan and shahrukh khan made love to aishwarya rai in a

crowded bus. this sequence was featured in many newspaper and magazine cover stories for weeks,
giving the movie a unique status. bollywood has also been influential in the country’s film industry.
“lambi, ghode ghar bari, and pehchaan” and “chameli ka yaar” were all made in hyderabad and the

industry has started to flourish again. the state government was recently awarded about $410
million for making 26 films, and also recently planned to bring up to seven new film schools. the

double role in bollywood of a star, a rapper and a music director, makes it an interesting subject to
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study how the indonesian pop and youth culture, in particular, identify with hip-hop artists and
bollywood in general. rihanna is a perfect example of a crossover success because of her appealing

combination of beauty, glamour and sexy songs.
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in fact, indian movies are a big business in indonesia. indonesian film producers regularly screen
indian movies to the local audiences, including mainstream bollywood movies and family dramas.
bollywood movies have also been shot in various indian locations in indonesia. for example, the

expensive musical cabaret, which has been mentioned earlier, was shot in various locations in bali
and java. dil bechara and anjaan, which were also predominantly filmed in india, were shot in

indonesia. another bollywood film, zinda namka is one more of several bollywood movies shot in
indonesia. film stars enjoy popularity and stardom, which they are prone to and that they deserve.

raving about their role in the film and the character they played, is as much of an indian film industry
as paying respect to a film star is an important part of indonesian culture. the awards are to be

shared by the jury with the film director, script writer, lyricist, composer, producer, cinematographer,
actor, and lady actor/actress. with films such as kuch kuch hota hai gaining popularity in indonesia,
indian style films have become more popular. an indonesian film starring shah rukh khan, such as

kuch kuch hota hai, india kuch kuch hota hai, and china mein hang cheng, would be very popular in
india. currently bollywood is india the third largest film industry in the world. the indian film industry

bollywood is mainly based in bombay (also known as mumbai or mumbai), and is the largest film
industry in india. bollywood's diaspora, however, is widespread, and bollywood films are often
extremely popular in other countries, particularly the united states. despite hollywood's similar

position, bollywood and hollywood are not homogeneous entities: the success of hindi films in india
is often a predictor of whether a hollywood film will be successful in other countries, particularly in

europe. most commercially successful films from hollywood and bollywood are very similar in terms
of plot structure, story line and character development. 5ec8ef588b
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